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Abstract: High impact polystyrene (HIPS) material is widely used for low-strength structural ap-
plications. To ensure proper function, dimensional accuracy and porosity are at the forefront of 
industrial relevance. The dimensional accuracy cylindricity error (CE) and porosity of printed parts 
are influenced mainly by the control variables (layer thickness, shell thickness, infill density, print 
speed of the fused deposition modeling (FDM) process). In this study, a central composite design 
(CCD) matrix was used to perform experiments and analyze the complete insight information of 
the process (control variables influence on CE and porosity of FDM parts). Shell thickness for CE 
and infill density for porosity were identified as the most significant factors. Layer thickness inter-
action with shell thickness, infill density (except for CE), and print speed were found to be signifi-
cant for both outputs. The interaction factors, i.e., shell thickness and infill density, were insignifi-
cant (negligible effect) for both outputs. The models developed produced a better fit for regression 
with an R2 equal to 94.56% for CE, and 99.10% for porosity, respectively. Four algorithms (bald eagle 
search optimization (BES), particle swarm optimization (PSO), RAO-3, and JAYA) were applied to 
determine optimal FDM conditions while examining six case studies (sets of weights assigned for 
porosity and CE) focused on minimizing both CE and porosity. BES and RAO-3 algorithms deter-
mined optimal conditions (layer thickness: 0.22 mm; shell thickness: 2 mm; infill density: 100%; print 
speed: 30 mm/s) at a reduced computation time equal to 0.007 s, differing from JAYA and PSO, 
which resulted in an experimental CE of 0.1215 mm and 2.5% of porosity in printed parts. Conse-
quently, BES and RAO-3 algorithms are efficient tools for the optimization of FDM parts. 

Keywords: JAYA; high impact polystyrene; bald eagle search; fused deposition modelling; particle 
swarm optimization; cylindricity error; porosity 
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1. Introduction 
Effective waste management in fabricating parts to desired shapes at low cost led to 

the development of 3-D printing technology, also called additive manufacturing (AM) [1]. 
Industry 4.0 also aims at developing extremely high material, efficiency-based AM pro-
cessing routes for industrial-scale production of parts [2]. To date, the 3D printing tech-
nique is popular for fabricating simple or custom-designed parts on a small scale [3]. 
Mould preparations are essential to fabricate parts using conventional manufacturing 
(say, injection molds), which alone account for several thousand dollars [4]. However, AM 
techniques do not require high-cost molds to fabricate parts. AM techniques are thereby 
applied to fabricate parts useful for aerospace, civil, biomedical, surgical implants, auto-
mobiles, electronics, and so on [5,6]. This has led to rapid progress in the global market 
with an estimated increased rate of ≈17% compound annual growth rate [3].  

AM techniques are classified according to the state of starting materials, i.e., liquid 
(stereolithography, multi-jet modeling), filament/paste, freeze-form extrusion fabrication 
(FDM), powder (selective laser sintering, selective laser melting, electron beam melting, 
laser metal deposition (LMD), 3-dimensional printing), and solid sheet laminated object 
manufacturing). All techniques differ in the way they build layers [4–7]. Rapid progress 
in AM techniques is primarily due to their ability to reduce assembly costs, as they quickly 
print the complex geometry parts from CAD files by depositing two-dimensional layers 
on a building platform [8]. FDM is the preferred processing technique for modeling, pro-
totyping, and production due to its significant advantages over other AM routes such as 
(a) reduced maintenance cost for fabricating complex geometries without tooling require-
ments, (b) ease of operation without demanding experts or human interface, (c) a wide 
range of material fabrication without exposure to toxic chemicals, and (d) fast processing 
routes [1,9,10]. The said benefits of the FDM process in fabricating functional parts do 
have shortcomings such as poor surface integrity and mechanical properties, low accura-
cies, and so on [8]. To satisfy customers and increase FDM market share, the product qual-
ity must be improved regarding better surface integrity, dimensional accuracy, and pro-
duction cost. Determining the optimal set of parametric conditions needs to be established 
[11]. In recent years, worldwide attention has been paid to determining the right variables 
to attain the desirable properties in fused deposition modeling parts [12,13]. Process effi-
ciency and parts quality are affected by a large number (say, more than 15) of intervention 
process variables related to the fused deposition modeling process [8,11,13]. Studying 
many intervention variables experimentally with varying one-factor-at-a-time approaches 
is impractical, expensive, and time-consuming [14]. Statistical experimental design and 
artificial intelligence tools showed improved performance of the one-factor-at-a-time ap-
proach [15].  

In recent years, experimental design methods (Taguchi, response surface methodol-
ogy [RSM]) were employed to perform experiments and analyze variables influencing 
FDM parts quality [16–23]. The Taguchi method, helpful in a preliminary screening of 
parameters concerning a large number of variables, although the existence of complex 
non-linear relationships and interaction effects of factors are not estimated 
[16,17,19,20,22,23]. Interaction factors must not be neglected when providing detailed in-
sight into a process [24]. Interaction factors are important because there is a difference in 
factor effects to produce the same effect on the output quality characteristics at different 
levels corresponding to other process variables [24,25]. It was proven that considering all 
terms (main factors and their interactions) resulted in drawing precise process infor-
mation and offered better predictions than neglecting interaction factors and insignificant 
factor effects [24–26]. RSM methods limit the said shortcomings by estimating the effects 
of individual factors, curvature effects, and their interaction could offer precise infor-
mation with better process prediction capability [24]. ABS is the material most used to 
fabricate parts [16,17], followed by PLA [27], nylon [23], and ASA [22] viz. FDM process. 
Layer thickness is the most significant parameter for both BT and SR of ABS parts [16], 
whereas the infill variable percentage showed the highest contribution towards the 
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mechanical properties of PLA parts [27]. LT contributions concern more the length thick-
ness of ASA parts [22]. Speed showed a significant impact on reducing feedstock material 
consumption and build time, with higher dynamic flexural modulus on ABS parts [28]. 
High impact polystyrene (HIPS — polybutadiene added to polystyrene during polymer-
ization), categorized as a low-strength structural application material, is widely used for 
the pre-production of prototypes due to their availability, low cost, ease of fabrication, 
machining, paint, and glue [29,30]. HIPS is used as a potential substitute for sand in ce-
ment mortar due to its technological benefits (mortar becomes ductile, increases energy 
dissipation, decreases the bulk density, etc.) [31]. The surface and mechanical properties 
of HIPS were improved when subjected to the electroplating technique [32]. Interlayer 
strengths of parts processed viz. material extrusion resulted in a lack of strong interlayer 
bonding due to poor diffusion [33]. Note that an appropriate choice of variables could 
improve the material properties. Furthermore, little research is being done on high-impact 
polystyrene material and study process variables that could yield better quality in FDM 
parts. 

Table 1 shows that the contribution of each factor varies when they are analyzed with 
different variables on multiple outputs. The desirability function approach (DFA) was 
used to optimize the multiple outputs simultaneously [22,28]. Artificial intelligence tools 
outperformed the desirability function approach in determining optimized conditions of 
different manufacturing processes [14,25,34–36]. This could be due to the typical charac-
teristics and search mechanisms of different algorithms [14]. The RSM method reveals 
maximum information (establishing relationships mathematically between process varia-
bles and parts quality) regarding the process with limited experimental trials or runs 
[18,28,37]. Note that algorithms (GA-NN, GA-ANFIS) produced better-optimized process 
conditions than RSM predictions [18,37]. This occurred due to search mechanisms carried 
out at many spatial locations in a multi-dimensional search space [14]. Table 1 also shows 
that the level range considered for the parameters (layer thickness, for example) differed 
for the same materials [16,18]. From the literature review, RSM proved an efficient tech-
nique to study process variables offering better process insights and product quality.  

In product assembly, cylindrical features (dimension properties) are important qual-
ity characteristics that ensure the proper functioning of parts [38,39]. Cylindricity errors 
are treated as areas between two co-axial cylinders, among which all points of the part 
surface must lie [40]. JAYA, PSO, GA, and TLBO have been applied to simultaneously 
optimize the dimensional errors (surface roughness, cylindricity error, circularity error) 
in turning and drilling processes [38,39]. GA was applied to conduct a global search to 
minimize the deviation of building parts compared with STL facets of 3D geometry [41]. 
Note that the density of the PETG based on FDM parts strongly affects the mechanical 
properties [42]. Note that meta-heuristic algorithms (GA, PSO, DE, BFOA, SOS, NSGA-II) 
require tuning algorithm-specific parameters, which not only increases the computational 
complexity but also affects the solution accuracy [21,43,44]. Precise tuning of algorithm-
specific parameters is difficult and a tedious task for practice engineers and researchers. 
Recently, Rao proposed three metaphor less algorithms that optimize the processor to de-
termine solutions with simple mathematical steps [45]. PSO was applied to minimize the 
dimensional deviations (i.e., circularity and flatness error) caused by the FDM process 
[46]. RSM was applied to model the process, followed by multi-objective optimization by 
applying PSO. JAYA algorithm showed good accuracy for 24 benchmark problems. [47]. 
Bald eagle search (BES) optimization outperformed many algorithms in terms of produc-
ing better solution accuracy, due to the exhaustive search mechanisms considering the 
best features of the swarm and evolutionary algorithms [48]. Rao algorithms (RAO-1, 
RAO-2, and RAO-3) outperformed other meta-heuristic algorithms for solving optimiza-
tion problems [45]. Note that little research effort was applied to BES, PSO, JAYA, and 
Rao-algorithms that could focus on minimizing the cylindricity errors and maximizing 
the density of FDM parts. 
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Table 1. Summary of literature review of FDM process parameters and their optimization. 

Materials  

Experimental 
Method 

Process Variables 
Analyzed 

Parameters Remarks Ref. 
Optimization 

Method 

ABS Taguchi method 
LT: 0.254–0.3302 mm; ID: SHD-

SLD; SST: Sparse, smart 
BT, SR 

LT showed the highest contribu-
tions for both BT and SR. SLD and 
smart support style produce better 

results for both BT and SR. 

[16] 

ABS Taguchi method 

LT: 0.16–0.24 mm; CT: 35–55 °C; 
ET: 207–230 °C; PT: 110–132 °C; 
NS: 1–3; IDM: 0.8–1.2; ISS: 0.56–
0.84; FT: 0.64–0.94 mm; IP: H, L, 
D; ID: 25–75%; IS: 72–108 mm/s; 

OS: 24–40 mm/s; ISS: 54–90 
mm/s. 

DA 

The set of high values of IS, IP, 
mid-values of CT, LT, PT, NS, 

IDM, FT-linear, ISS, and low val-
ues of OS, ID, ISSM, and ET re-

sulted in better dimensional accu-
racy of parts. 

[17] 

ABS 
RSM method LT: 0.12–0.4 mm; BO: 0–90°; ID: 

0–100%; NC: 2–10 DA 
ANN-GA predictions and optimi-
zation results are better than RSM-

GA.  
[18] RSM-GA & ANN-GA 

PLA Taguchi method 

LT: 0.1–0.3 mm; PS: 70–110 
mm/s; NT: 220–240 °C; filling 

style: raster (short, long and off-
set); RW: 0.3–0.5 mm.  

Distortion 

Fast filling speed, low nozzle tem-
perature, and layer thickness off-

set raster style ensures smaller 
distortion  

[20] 

PLA 

RSM method 
ID: 20–100%; T: 190–210 °C; PS: 

50–150 mm/s TS 

↑ID and T, with mid-values of 
speed results in ↑TS.  GA-ANN 

produced better results than other 
methods. 

[37] GA-RSM, GA-ANN, 
GA-ANFIS 

PLA 

RSM method 
LT: 0.18–0.3 mm; PS: 36–60 

mm/s; PT: 185–205 °C; OSS: 29–
40 mm/s 

SR 

PS and LT showed significant con-
tributions to SR. PSO and SOS 

predicted identical optimal condi-
tions 

[21] 
PSO and SOS 

ASA 

Taguchi method 

LT: 0.18–0.33 mm; FP: solid, 
sparse, and hexagonal; BO: 0–
90°; PP: XY, XZ, YZ; TP: 1–9 

Processing 
time, EC, 

width, 
length, 

thickness 

PP is the most significant factor 
for ↓process time and EC. FP in-
fluences the more on width. LT 

contributions are more for length 
thickness. PP influences more on 

part thickness. 

[22] DFA 

Nylon Taguchi method LT: 0.1–0.3 mm; IFD: 50–100%; 
PS: 60–70 mm/s 

UTS, impact 
strength, 
hardness, 

FS 

IFD showed the highest contribu-
tion on all outputs. ↓LT is better 
for all outputs except hardness.  

[23] 

HIPS material has proven its potential in developing prototypes, tooling for food in-
dustries, low strength molding, optoelectronic, chemical, and biological applications [29–
31,49]. The applications can be enhanced by notably improving the internal (reduced po-
rosity) and external features (improved dimensional accuracy) of printed parts. In the pre-
sent work, the systematic methodology was conducted to minimize the geometrical devi-
ations (cylindricity error) and maximize the density of HIPS parts. Porosity was treated 
as an output parameter as it affected the mechanical properties, whereas geometrical de-
viation in assembly parts resulted in malfunction during operation. Experiments were 
conducted to analyze the parameters that influence part-quality characteristics 
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(cylindricity error and density) using RSM. BES, PSO, JAYA, and Rao-algorithms (RAO-
3) were applied to predict the optimized conditions (layer thickness, shell thickness, infill 
density, speed) of fused deposition modeling parts. The performance of algorithms was 
tested for both solution accuracy and computation time. The predicted optimal conditions 
were validated by conducting confirmation experiments.  

2. Materials and Methods 
High Impact Polystyrene (HIPS) material is widely applied for developing proto-

types and low-strength structural applications due to its economic and technical benefits 
[29,30]. The properties of HIPS material are presented in Table 2.  

Table 2. Properties of HIPS Material. 

Property Value 
Density 1.08 g/cm3 

Surface Hardness RM30 
Tensile Strength  42 MPa 

The FDM process uses wire (thermoplastic) drawn from a spool and fed through the 
nozzle wherein the rollers set the direction for deposition. The material to be deposited is 
heated initially to a malleable state, and then the material is extruded through nozzles that 
build the parts. The parts are printed initially bead-by-bead followed by layer-by-layer to 
fabricate 2-dimensional layers one over the other, in the pre-defined direction or scan 
path. The material extruded to build parts is allowed to cool and solidify. The thermocou-
ple estimates the nozzle temperature, wherein the temperature of the material to be de-
posited can be accurately controlled. After ensuring complete deposition of material as 
per dimensions, which is of the 3-dimensional physical part, it is allowed to cool at room 
temperature. The printed parts are removed from the machine without damage. Post-pro-
cessing operations are carried out to remove support structures (if any) irrespective of 
geometry, size, and fabrication direction, and to improve acceptable surface integrity of 
parts. To ensure better dimension accuracy (i.e., cylindricity error) and fabricate defect-
free parts (i.e., reduced porosity), the appropriate choice of fused deposition modeling 
parameters is controlled. The experimental set-up used for building parts is presented in 
Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Experimental set-up: (a) CR 10 3D printer, and (b) schematic view of FDM printer. 

The set of variables and levels of experimentation were decided on after performing 
the pilot experiments and referring to the literature presented in Table 1. Input variables 
and operating levels include such things as layer thickness (0.16, 0.22, 0.28 mm), shell 
thickness (2, 3, 4 mm), infill density (20, 60, 100%), and print speed (30, 50, 70 mm/sec).  
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A CCD-based experimental matrix was used to conduct experiments. An experi-
mental plan representing different sets of fused deposition modeling variables is pre-
sented in Table 3. Two parts (replicate) were printed for each set of the experimental trial. 
A COMET L3D Tripod column type 3D scanner measured the cylindricity error of print 
samples. Archimedes’ principle was used to measure the porosity of FDM parts. The av-
erage values of two replication experiments on the printed sample were used to collect 
the output (cylindricity error and porosity) data. RSM was applied to perform statistical 
analysis (factor effects of individual, quadratic, and interaction) that analyzed input pa-
rameter outputs. Furthermore, RSM developed regression equations (input-output) for 
conducting predictions and optimization. A few of the printed samples are presented in 
Figure 2. The framework proposed for modeling, analysis, and optimization of the fused 
deposition modeling process is presented in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 2. 3D printed fused deposition modelling parts. 

 
Figure 3. The framework of proposed research work on modelling and optimization. 
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3. Results and Discussions 
The experimental input/output data collected per the face-centered central composite 

design is presented in Table 3. The average values of two replication experiments on the 
printed sample were used to collect the output (cylindricity error and porosity) data (refer 
to Table 3). The maximum and minimal error from mean values of response data (experi-
mental data) of all 27 experiments (presented in Table 3) were found equal to +0.58% and 
−0.87% for porosity, +0.03 mm, and −0.05 mm for cylindricity error. The response-wise 
analysis was performed to determine detailed insight regarding the influence of input 
variables. 

Table 3. Experimental input-output data of the FDM process (CCD). 

Input Variables Output Variables 
Layer Thickness, 

(mm) 
Shell Thickness, 

(mm) 
Infill Density, 

(%) 
Print Speed, 

(mm/s) 
Porosity, 

(%) 
Cylindricity Error, 

(mm) 
0.16 2 20 30 8.17 0.172 
0.16 2 60 50 5.64 0.159 
0.16 2 100 70 3.21 0.400 
0.16 3 20 50 7.36 0.332 
0.16 3 60 70 4.46 0.438 
0.16 3 100 30 3.27 0.470 
0.16 4 20 70 3.81 0.599 
0.16 4 60 30 4.98 1.076 
0.16 4 100 50 2.15 0.920 
0.22 2 20 70 7.63 0.202 
0.22 2 60 30 4.41 0.259 
0.22 2 100 50 3.87 0.349 
0.22 3 20 30 7.35 0.145 
0.22 3 60 50 5.71 0.352 
0.22 3 100 70 4.50 0.390 
0.22 4 20 50 6.63 0.223 
0.22 4 60 70 4.99 0.582 
0.22 4 100 30 3.27 0.558 
0.28 2 20 50 6.30 0.418 
0.28 2 60 70 6.85 0.723 
0.28 2 100 30 2.26 0.296 
0.28 3 20 70 7.98 0.246 
0.28 3 60 30 5.17 0.390 
0.28 3 100 50 4.95 0.204 
0.28 4 20 30 7.22 0.183 
0.28 4 60 50 6.42 0.407 
0.28 4 100 70 6.11 0.612 

3.1. Response: Cylindricity Error 
The mathematical equation relating the cylindricity error (CE) and input variables 

derived from the experimental data was presented in Equation 1. 

2

2 2

CE  0.868  6.08 A  0.204 B  0.00519 C  0.0220 D  29.71 A     
       0.000071 C      0.000141 D  3.453 AB  0.0051 AC  0.0534 A  
       0.000932 BC  0.00228 BD     0.000081 CD

= − + + − + +

− + − − +
+ − +

 (1) 
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Figure 4a shows the printing factors’ effects on cylindricity error. An increase in layer 
thickness (from 0.16–0.28 mm) and shell thickness (2–4 mm) increased the cylindricity er-
ror (refer to Figure 4a). The combined increase in layer thickness and shell thickness in-
creased the material mass, causing gravity force and induced forces influencing the defor-
mation to be higher and generating geometric (i.e., cylindricity) error. Low values of layer 
thickness (number of discrete points on the edge) imply light-cured resin due to layer-by-
layer deposition at no definite axis or plane [50]. The thin layer created more discrete 
points, ensuring an accurate print by producing smooth, uniform, and detailed features 
[51]. Although printing time decreased with increased layer thickness [52], the thicker 
layer generated few discrete points and separated from themselves at extended distances, 
leading to a stair-stepping effect at the edge affecting the dimensional accuracy [50]. 

 
Figure 4. Surface plots of cylindricity error vs. (a) LT and ST, (b) LT and ID, (c) LT and PS, (d) ST and ID, (e) ST and PS, 
and (f) ID and PS. 
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Parts built with a lower shell thickness (2–3 mm) showed lower cylindricity error. 
Lower shell thickness resulted in higher dimension accuracy with better product econ-
omy, as observed in the literature [53]. The combination of low values of layer thickness 
(0.16 mm) and high values of shell thickness (4 mm) showed higher cylindricity error (re-
fer to Figure 4a). Low values of infill density (20%) resulted in lower cylindricity error in 
fabricated parts (refer to Figure 4b,d,f), analogous to earlier results reported by authors 
[54]. Lower infill density (quantity of material in the part) used less material. Therefore, 
heat loss due to solidification process, from higher to room temperature without generat-
ing significant thermal stresses, causing no significant variations in part dimensions [18]. 
Higher infill density (100%), although recommended to get high strength parts, needs to 
compensate with increased material consumption, printing time, and associated high cost 
[55]. The influence of printing speed (the rate at which melted material is extruded and 
deposited) was found insignificant (because the resulting surface plots seemed to be al-
most flat when varied between their respective levels) for cylindricity error (refer to Figure 
4c,e–f). Although lower print speed (30 mm/s) may not be recommendable as it is not 
economical, high speed may have a greater possibility of missing melt deposition at the 
desired location, resulting in dimensional variations (cylindricity errors) on solidified sur-
faces [55]. An increase in print speed (30–70 mm/s) tends to increase the variation in the 
volume of material deposited by the toolpath, causing dimensional instability (variations 
in the material deposited between Intra and interlayer elements) in printed parts.  

3.2. Response: Porosity 
The second-order polynomial response equations representing porosity as a function 

of input variables are presented in Equation 2. 

2 2

2 2

Porosity  17.21  70.8 A  0.954 B  0.1085 C  0.0663 D  6.5 A  0.4205 B   
               0.000042 C    0.000335 D 11.57 AB  0.1963 AC  0.7326 AD 
               0.00282 BC  0.02599 BD     

= − + − − − −

− − + + +
+ − +0.000436 CD   

  (2) 

Figure 5 shows individual factor effects on the porosity of FDM parts. An increase in 
layer thickness (from 0.16–0.28 mm) resulted in an increased percentage of porosity in 
FDM parts. An increased number of layers introduces voids between the layers, due to 
differences in density at bonding interfaces and the complex nature of thermoplastic pol-
ymer which is viscoelastic and viscoplastic in behavior [56]. A similar trend was observed 
in fiber-reinforced thermoplastic composites [57]. Figure 5 showed high values of shell 
thickness (4 mm), desirable to yield less porosity in the fused deposition modeling parts, 
which might occur due to lack of diagonal filling with too small a shell thickness (2 mm). 
An appropriate choice of wall or shell thickness does not allow internal infill and thereby 
significantly improves the impermeability of the product [58]. Increased infill density 
(from 20–100%, introduced to create a porous structure in the parts which tends to reduce 
the weight) resulted in developing stronger parts (i.e., low porosity), as shown in Figure 
5. Smaller pores are observed with higher infill density (100%), which increases the 
strength of the parts, as reported in the literature [59]. It was observed that print speed 
(velocity at which the print head moves during printing) does not show a significant im-
pact on the porosity of fused deposition modeling parts (refer to Figure 5). This occurs 
due to the vibrations and errors introduced during the printing process at higher print 
speed (70 mm/s) led to increased porosity in parts [60].  
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Figure 5. Main effect plots for porosity. 

3.3. Analysis of Variance of Responses: Cylindricity Error and Porosity 
To statistically examine the models developed for cylindricity error and porosity, the 

analysis of variance tests was performed.  
Table 4 shows the combined effects of all linear factors (layer thickness, shell thick-

ness, infill density, print speed). Their square and 2-term interactions are found to have 
significant (i.e., p-value ≤ 0.05) for both outputs. Note that the statistical significance of the 
factors was tested for the pre-defined confidence level of 95%. All linear terms (except 
print speed for cylindricity error) are found significant for both the outputs. The impact 
of shell thickness and infill density is comparatively higher for cylindricity error, unlike 
the layer thickness and infill density for porosity on the printed parts. The impact of print 
speed is negligibly small for both cylindricity error and porosity (refer to Figure 4c,e-f, 
and Figure 5). Although print speed effects are insignificant, their interaction with layer 
thickness and infill density for cylindricity error is significant. Noteworthy is that print 
speed contributions with interactions among the layer thickness, infill density, and shell 
thickness are significant for porosity. Note that shell thickness interaction with layer thick-
ness is insignificant for both outputs. This indicates the inclusion of non-contributory, i.e., 
2-term interaction terms in regression equations, do not change the porosity and cylin-
dricity errors (refer to Table 4 and Equations 1–2). However, excluding non-contributary 
terms could reduce the prediction precision of a process. The square terms, i.e., print 
speed, are found to be insignificant (corresponding p-value > 0.05), which practically sig-
nifies that the relationship between cylindricity error and porosity is linear (refer to Fig-
ures 4 and 5, and Table 4). Note that p-values of square term correspond to layer thickness, 
shell thickness, and infill density of less than 0.05, indicating their relationship with cylin-
dricity error is non-linear (refer to Table 4). R2 value examines both model accuracies and 
the goodness of fit of regression. It is important to note that both models showed an R2 
value close to 100% (i.e., 94.56% for cylindricity error and 99.1% for porosity). This 
strongly signifies the model is statistically significant for practical utility in industries for 
predictions and optimization.  

Table 4. Analysis of Variance for Cylindricity Error & Porosity. 

Response Cylindricity Error Porosity 
Source DF Adj. SS p-Value Significance Adj. SS p-Value Significance 
Model 14 1.2983 0.000 S 78.074 0.000 S 

0.280.220.16
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Linear 4 0.5097 0.000 S 53.145 0.000 S 
Layer thickness 1 0.0656 0.007 S 5.7949 0.000 S 
Shell thickness 1 0.2645 0.000 S 0.4213 0.020 S 
Infill density 1 0.1566 0.000 S 46.271 0.000 S 
Print speed 1 0.0229 0.079 IS 0.6576 0.006 S 

Square 4 0.2556 0.001 S 1.1985 0.012 S 
Layer thickness2 1 0.0686 0.006 S 0.0033 0.817 IS 
Shell thickness2 1 0.0899 0.003 S 1.0608 0.001 S 
Infill density2 1 0.0781 0.004 S 0.0269 0.512 IS 
Print speed2 1 0.0190 0.106 IS 0.1075 0.201 IS 

2-Term Interaction 6 0.5329 0.000 S 23.730 0.000 S 
Layer thickness × Shell thickness 1 0.3863 0.000 S 04.338 0.000 S 
Layer thickness × Infill density 1 0.0014 0.647 IS 1.9970 0.000 S 
Layer thickness × Print speed 1 0.0370 0.031 S 6.9556 0.000 S 
Shell thickness × Infill density 1 0.0125 0.182 IS 0.1147 0.188 IS 
Shell thickness × Print speed 1 0.0188 0.108 IS 2.4309 0.000 S 
Infill density × Print speed 1 0.0374 0.030 S 1.0936 0.001 S 

Error 12 0.0746   0.7062   
Total 26 1.3729   78.7802   

  R2: 94.56%; R2 adjusted: 88.22% R2: 99.10%; R2 adjusted: 98.06% 
S: Significant (p-value ≤ 0.05); IS: Insignificant (p-value > 0.05); DF: degrees of freedom; R2: Coefficient of determination; p-
value: preset confidence value. 

3.4. Multi-Objective Optimization Algorithms 
3.4.1. Rao Algorithm 

Optimizing the conflicting process outputs (to simultaneously optimize for maxim-
izing and minimizing the outputs corresponding to the problem domain) is difficult for 
industry engineers and assumed to be tedious due to mathematical complexity [43], alt-
hough many algorithms based on metaphor (mimic behavior of animals, birds, fish, lion, 
ant, and so on) were applied to solve such problems [61]. However, many algorithms are 
dying (no takers), perhaps due to the following reasons [45,47,61]: (a) requires solving 
complex mathematical equations, (b) tuning of algorithm-specific parameters, (c) higher 
computation time, (d) failure to reproduce optimal global results, (e) inefficiency, (f) ex-
pert’s requirement, and so on. In recent years, Rao et al. introduced the new metaphor less 
and algorithm-specific parameter-less algorithms (Rao Algorithms: RAO-1, RAO-2, and 
RAO-3) to overcome the above shortcomings [45]. Rao algorithms identify worst and best 
solutions in the entire population through random interactions (n population, k = 1, 2,….n) 
during an optimal search at m iterations corresponding to decision variables (d) [43]. For 
any optimization problem, the fitness function (f) needs to be either maximized or mini-
mized. The fitness function with the best and worst from n populations are represented 
as  fbest and fworst , respectively. The value of , ,k l mX  (i.e., the value of kth variable 
corresponds to lth candidate at m iteration) is updated according to Equation 3, 

, , , , 1, , , , , , , 

            
 var     var     

       l
k l m k l m k l m best l m worst l m

best candidate for worst candidate for
iable l at m iteration iable l at m iterat

X X rand X X




= + −



 

  (3) 
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( )
( )

, , , , 1, , , , , , , 

2, , , , , , , , , , ,             or  or 

l
k l m k l m k l m best l m worst l m

k l m k l m K l m K l m k l m

X X rand X X

rand X X X X

= + −

+ −
 (4) 

( )
( )( )

, , , , 1, , , , , , , 

2, , , , , , , , , , ,             or  or 

l
k l m k l m k l m best l m worst l m

k l m k l m K l m K l m k l m

X X rand X X

rand X X X X

= + −

+ −
 (5) 

Terms rand1 and rand2 are random numbers that operate in the range of 0 and 1. 
Equations 4 and 5, , , , ,  or k l m K l mX X represent the kth candidate solution compared with 
the random Kth candidate solution and exchange information corresponding to fitness 
value. If fitness function fk produced a better function value than fK then 

, , , ,  or k l m K l mX X turns out to be , , k l mX  and the term , , , ,  or K l m k l mX X turns out to 

be , ,  K l mX . Conversely, if the fitness function value of Kth candidate solutions produced 

a better solution, then the fitness function of the kth candidate solution , , , ,  or k l m K l mX X
turns out to be , , K l mX and , , , ,  or K l m k l mX X  turns out to , , k l mX . To attain the opti-
mal global solutions, Equation 3 is used for the RAO-1 algorithm, whereas Equation 4 is 
for the RAO-2 algorithm and Equation 5 is for the RAO-3 algorithm. The performance of 
globally optimal solutions of RAO algorithms is compared among themselves after com-
paring the fitness values, several function evaluations, and time. The RAO-3 algorithm 
was used to determine optimal conditions for the FDM process. 

3.4.2. BES Algorithm 
The bald eagle search algorithm combines the desirable features of swarm intelli-

gence (to locate the best position in the swarm) and evolutionary (expand search space to 
avoid local minima solutions) algorithm [48]. The BES algorithm is a recently introduced 
algorithm that mimics the intelligent social behavior of bald eagles in locating the best 
position for a food source (fish) [62]. The BES algorithm demonstrated good accuracy for 
benchmark problems and hence was chosen for this problem [48]. Bald eagles search for 
food sources in three stages [48,61]:  

Stage 1 Selecting space: identify the area that could ensure bald eagles locate the food 
source space using Equation 6. 

( ),      best mean inew iP P r P Pα = + × −   (6) 

The term r can be any random value between 0 and 1. Pbest is the previous best posi-
tion of bald eagles in the search space. α is the parameter whose role is to control the 
changes in position and the corresponding value maintained between 1.5 to 2. The α value 
maintained is equal to 1.5. Pnew corresponds to the new position of bald eagles. Pmean de-
picts the eagles using up all information from the previous points. 

Stage 2 searching space: eagle initiates a search for a food source (prey) from the 
selected search space in spiral shape using Equation 7. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), 1   
maxi new i i i i mean

y i xr i
P P P P r P P

y max xr
r

r +

   
= + × − × −   

      
+  (7) 
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The term, ( ) ( ) ( )  (xr i r i sin iθ= × ), ( ) ( ) ( )( )  yr i r i cos iθ= × , 

( )i randθ α π= × ×  and ( ) ( )r i i R randθ= × × . 
Term, a parameter determines the corner between point search in the central point 

whose value lies between 5 and 10, and in the present work, the value of a is kept equal 
to 10. R depicts the search cycles and the values lie between 0.5 and 2. In the present work, 
R is kept fixed equal to 1.5.  

Stage 3 swooping: eagle starts with the best point defined in the search space and 
carryout further movements to attack prey. Solutions are identified based on the best so-
lution in a swooping manner using Equation 8. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2,  *     
maxbest i mean i besti new

xr i yr
r

i
P rand P P c P P c P

max xr y
   

= + × − × + × − ×   
      

 (8) 

The term, ( ) ( ) ( )  sinh(xr i r i iθ= × ), ( ) ( ) ( )( )  coshyr i r i iθ= × , 

( ) ( ) ( ),  i rand r i iθ α π θ= × × = . 
In Equation 8, C1 and C2 is the eagle movement towards the best and centre point, 

and those values are maintained equal to 2. After ensuring the optimal search is con-
cluded, the point corresponding to the minimum value of the objective function is chosen 
as the local best only when it produced a lower value than the previous best.  

3.4.3. JAYA Algorithm 
The JAYA algorithm development is credited to Rao [47], which is an algorithm-spe-

cific parameter-less (does not require tuning of algorithm parameters) algorithm. Note 
that the JAYA algorithm also requires tuning population size and iterations. JAYA algo-
rithm outperformed TLBO, GA, and DE in determining optimal solutions tested against 
24 benchmarking problems [47]. The search mechanisms to determine solutions for the 
problem domain are done based on the concept of moving toward the best solution while 
simultaneously avoiding the worst. The solutions corresponding to best and worst are 
determined through the defined size of the population. The new solutions are determined 
by considering the best and worst solutions according to Equation 9.  



1, ,

, ,

 

, , , , , , 2, , , , , ,

    
        [0,1]        [0,1]

'  

       
j i

j k i

new solution

j k i j best i j k i j i j worst i j k i

best solution random number worst solutionrandom number

X

X rand X X rand X X

=

  
  + − − −
  
  
  



│ │ │ │





 
(9) 

The term j is the decision variable (for the present work, 4), k and i represent the 
candidate in the population at iterations i. , ,j k iX  value represents the jth decision variable 
corresponding to the kth candidate at ith iteration. The new solutions determined viz. 

, ,' j k iX are compared with , ,j k IX  and the better solution of the two is updated. This pro-
cedure is carried out for pre-defined iterations and populations till it ensures optimal so-
lutions are determined. 

3.4.4. PSO Algorithm 
Swarm intelligence-based PSO is well known worldwide to optimize various manu-

facturing domains [25,36,63]. PSO mimics the swarm behavior of fish or birds in nature to 
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guide particles towards global solutions (search for food) [64]. In PSO, swarm refers to a 
group of particles, wherein each particle is initialized randomly and all fly in multi-di-
mensional search space in search for food. The objective functions are then evaluated to 
conclude optimal solutions for pre-defined iterations. In PSO, each particle moves with a 
certain velocity and adjusts its flight path in accordance with experience gained through 
self-flying (cognitive leader, Personal best: Ps) and neighbor (social leader, Global best: Pg) 
particles. In each iteration, the Ps and Pg of particle velocity and positions are determined 
and updated using Equation 10. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ] [ ( ) ( )1           V i w V i Ps i P i Pg i P i + = × + − + − 
     

 (10) 

( ) ( ) ( )1 1   P i P i V i+ = + +
  

 (11) 

where w is the inertia weight, ( )V i  is the original velocity of the particle, ( )1V i +


 is the 

updated velocity of the particle. ( ) ( )sP i P i−  term depicts the relative direction between 
swarm best and present position of the particle and ( ) ( ) gP i P i− is the relative direction 
between the global best and present position of the particle. The positions of particles are 
updated according to Equation 11.  

3.5. Results of Optimization Models 
The regression equations derived from experimental data were subjected to applica-

tion optimization techniques (BES, PSO, JAYA, and RAO-3) that could reduce both cylin-
dricity error and porosity of the 3D printed samples. The performance of all 4 algorithms 
is compared in terms of solution accuracy and computation time.  

3.5.1. Mathematical Formulation for Multi-Objective Optimization 
The present work comprises two objectives that require optimization for obtaining 

minimum cylindricity error and porosity value. The mathematical regression equations 
established viz. design of experiments were treated as objective functions for performing 
optimization tasks (refer to Equations 1–2). In the present work, two objectives required 
minimized values, and hence it became a multi-objective problem. To solve a multi-objec-
tive problem, a single equation needed to be established which accounts for the optimiza-
tion of both porosity and cylindrical error using Equation 12. 

1 2
 min ( )    

   min min

porosity cylindricity errorf z w w
porosity cylindricity error

   
= × + ×   
   

 (12) 

The goal was to minimize the f(z) by altering decision variables layer thickness A: 
0.16–0.28 mm; shell thickness B: 2–4 mm; Infill density C: 20–100%; and print speed D: 30–
70 mm/s. Terms w1 and w2 were weights that corresponded to porosity and cylindricity 
error. Terms  minporosity and cylindricity minerror  were the minimum values that cor-
responded to porosity and cylindricity error. A single objective optimization task was car-
ried out by all four algorithms to determine  minporosity and min Cylindricity error . All 
four algorithms (BES, PSO, JAYA, and RAO-3) were coded on Python (3.8.0) and executed 
on a computer (HP Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-7100U CPU at 2.40 GHz and RAM: 4G) to min-
imize f(z) and thereby minimize cylindricity error and porosity. 

3.5.2. Estimating Solution Accuracy and Determining Optimal Conditions 

All four algorithms determined values of minporosity
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speed of 56.31 mm/s, and min Cylindricity error  = 0.0659 mm corresponded to a layer 
thickness of 0.16 mm, shell thickness of 4 mm, infill density of 100%, and print speed of 
70 mm/s.  

It was observed that minporosity was obtained for print speed of 56.31 mm/s, keeping 
layer thickness, shell thickness, and infill density at minimal value. Conversely, 

min Cylindricity error was obtained when shell thickness, infill density, and print speed 
were maintained at high values, whereas layer thickness was maintained at a minimal 
value. Although the nature of optimization for both outputs is minimization, input varia-
bles conflicted with one another. The solution accuracy differed (optimal input condition 
that minimized porosity may not minimize cylindricity error and vice versa) for the con-
flicting input behavior on outputs. Therefore, weight factors were assigned for individual 
outputs (w1 and w2 are weight factors for porosity and cylindricity error), respectively. Six 
cases were considered, giving equal weight (case 1) importance to both outputs (w1, and 
w2 = 0.5) and maximum importance (case 2–6) to one output minimal to the rest. Note that 
the summation of weight factors (w1, + w2 = 1) must be maintained equal to 1. The objective 
functions were evaluated to determine the fitness function value (solving Equation 12) 
corresponding to different case studies (different sets of weights) by applying four algo-
rithms. Note that all algorithms are capable of producing approximately similar results, 
and the obtained results are presented in Table 5. It was observed that the fitness function 
values differed from one another due to the different weight fractions (importance given 
to individual output) assigned to the individual output. The objective functions defined 
to minimize the fitness function value (goal to minimize both cylindricity error and po-
rosity), and therefore, case 4 (porosity; w1 = 0.4, and cylindricity error w2 = 0.6) were recom-
mended as optimal fused deposition modeling conditions due to their lower fitness func-
tion value equal to 2.494. Table 5 presents the results of optimal conditions corresponding 
to the FDM process subjected to different case studies.  

Table 5. Summary of results of the optimal fused deposition modeling process. 

Case Study 
(w1 and w2) 

Layer Thickness 
(mm) 

Shell Thickness 
(mm) 

Infill Density 
(%) 

Print Speed 
(mm/s) 

Porosity 
(%) 

Cylindricity Error 
(mm) 

Min f(z) 

Case 1  
(w1, w2 = 0.5) 

0.21 2 100 30 2.62 0.147 2.564 

Case 2  
(w1 = 0.6, w2 = 0.4) 

0.207 2 100 30 2.65 0.145 2.639 

Case 3  
(w1 = 0.7, w2 = 0.3) 

0.18 2.23 20 58.26 2.87 0.15 2.905 

Case 4  
(w1 = 0.4, w2 = 0.6) 

0.216 2 100 30 2.55 0.15 2.494 

Case 5  
(w1 = 0.3, w2 = 0.7) 

0.22 2 100 30 2.49 0.16 2.526 

Case 6  
(w1 = 0.2, w2 = 0.8) 

0.24 2 100 30 2.31 0.20 2.939 

3.5.3. Estimate Computation Time and Solution Accuracy in Determining Optimal Con-
ditions 

Examining the computation time when generating the optimal solutions is of indus-
trial relevance (example: reduce product development time in the automotive industry) 
[65]. The computation time varies for different algorithms based on algorithm-specific pa-
rameters and search mechanisms determining optimal global solutions. The goal of any 
optimization problem is to attain higher solution accuracy at reduced computation efforts 
and time. The optimal solution and the corresponding decision variable values should be 
well-established for attaining good quality manufacturing parts. In general, if the number 
of iteration and population size decreases below the threshold value, the solution might 
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converge to local minima rather than global minima. Therefore, all four (i.e., PSO, RAO-
3, JAYA, BES) algorithms are executed for 1000 iterations along with a population size of 
50. All four algorithms converge on the same input condition, which establishes the solu-
tion accuracy or global minimum (refer to Table 5).  

To obtain the least possible value of computational time, both population and the 
number of iterations are to be minimized. Each algorithm has a different value of itera-
tions and population below which accuracy is compromised. To validate models in terms 
of computation efficiency, all four algorithms are executed with common iterations and 
population size equal to 100 and 20 for Trial 1, and 300 and 10 for Trial 2, respectively. 
RAO-3 and BES algorithms converge at the same fitness value, i.e., 2.546 tested for case 1 
(refer to Table 5) and computation time (refer to Table 6). For Trial 1 and Trial 2 conditions, 
JAYA and PSO algorithms converge to a sub-optimal solution (i.e., close to global optima). 
Although JAYA didn’t converge at the global minima, the error was small and executed 
in 0.011 s. Therefore, the JAYA and PSO algorithms require more iterations and popula-
tion size to attain the global fitness function value. Table 6 shows that the BES and RAO-
3 algorithms predicted optimal conditions requiring less computation time to attain opti-
mal global solutions. That the PSO algorithm requires more computation time for both 
trials than RAO-3, BES, and JAYA algorithm might be due to algorithm search mecha-
nisms, tuning of algorithm-specific parameters, and so on. 

Table 6. Summary of results of the optimal fused deposition modeling process. 

Optimizing  
Algorithm 

Trials (Iterations & 
Population Size) 

Layer Thickness 
(mm) 

Shell Thick-
ness 

Infill Density 
(%) 

Print Speed 
(mm/s) 

Computational 
Time (s) 

PSO 
Trial 1  

(100 & 20) 

0.21 2 100 20 0.014 
JAYA 0.28 2.5 100 30 0.013 

RAO-3 0.21 2 100 30 0.007 
BES 0.21 2 100 30 0.007 
PSO 

Trial 2  
(300 & 10) 

0.21 2 100 20 0.017 
JAYA 0.18 2 100 31 0.013 

RAO-3 0.21 2 100 30 0.011 
BES 0.21 2 100 30 0.011 

3.5.4. Confirmation Experiments 
Experiments were conducted in optimized conditions (Case 4: layer thickness is 0.22 

mm, shell thickness is 2 mm, infill density is 100%, print speed is 30 mm/s) to validate the 
optimization models. Case 4 (assigning 40% importance to porosity, and 60% importance 
to cylindricity error) was recommended by all algorithms as the optimal condition for 
FDM parts. Two replicates were prepared for the optimized fused deposition modeling 
condition. The resulting average values of cylindricity error and porosity of printed parts 
were found equal to 0.1215 mm, and 2.5%. A few optimized condition samples resembling 
the cylindricity error are presented in Figure 6. The algorithm’s predictions and experi-
mental data for optimized conditions were closely mapped with one another and resulted 
in quality parts (minimized values of porosity and cylindricity error). It can be concluded 
that RSM is a useful tool for modeling and statistical analysis that delivers detailed process 
insights. In addition, RSM-derived equations are useful to determine optimal conditions 
through search algorithms. The successful BES and RAO-3 algorithms can certainly be 
utilized for performing optimization tasks for different domains of manufacturing prob-
lems. 
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Figure 6. Cylindricity error was obtained for optimized conditions. 

4. Conclusions 
The minimum values of cylindricity error and porosity in FDM parts are indeed es-

sential for proper functioning during operations in many applications. The results of the 
experimental study, analysis, and optimization of the FDM process is presented below,  

1. All factors (except print speed for CE) were found statistically significant for both 
outputs. Shell thickness was the major contributing factor for cylindricity error, 
whereas least significant for the porosity of printed samples. Infill density was the 
most significant factor for porosity.  

2. The print speed relationship with cylindricity error and porosity was found to be 
linear, whereas shell thickness was found to have a non-linear relationship.  

3. All the interaction factor effects were significant, except the interactions among 
shell thickness and infill density (for CE and porosity) and layer thickness and 
infill density (for CE). Insignificant terms practically imply a lesser contribution 
to the outputs of a process. Both models produced better fit with a value of 99.1% 
for porosity and 94.56% for cylindricity error, respectively. 

4. Four algorithms (BES, RAO-3, PSO, and JAYA) were applied to determine the 
optimal fused deposition modeling conditions. Six case studies (set of weight frac-
tions assigned to both outputs) were analyzed and the optimal conditions were 
determined. Case 4 (layer thickness 0.22 mm, shell thickness 2 mm, infill density 
100%, print speed 30 mm/s) is recommended as the optimal condition, as they 
produced a minimum fitness value equal to 2.494. The recommended optimal 
conditions are experimentally evaluated and the resulting cylindricity error and 
porosity of printed parts were found equal to 0.1215 mm, and 2.5%.  

5. The computational time of all four algorithms (BES, RAO-3, PSO, and JAYA) were 
tested with common iterations and population size. BES and RAO algorithms 
were converged (population size: 20; iterations: 100) to optimize global solutions 
with a computation time equal to 0.007 s. JAYA and PSO algorithms converge on 
local solutions for population size: 20; iterations: 100, and require more popula-
tion size and iteration to attain global solutions.  
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6. BES and Rao algorithms are computationally efficient for attaining global solu-
tions and efficient tools for optimizing FDM parts. 

Nomenclature 
Porosity min Minimum values of porosity 
Cylindricity error min Minimum values of cylindricity error 
f(z) Fitness function  

1w  Weight importance of porosity 

2w  Weight importance of cylindricity error 
w  Inertia Weight 
R2 Coefficient of correlation 
R2 Adj.  Adjusted Coefficient of Correlation 
A Layer Thickness 
ABS Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene 
AM Additive Manufacturing 
ANN Artificial Neural network 
ANFIS Adaptive Network Fuzzy Interface System 
ASA Amino-Salicylic Acid 
B Shell Thickness 
BES Bald Eagle Search Optimization 
BO Build Orientation 
BT Build Time 
C Infill Density 
CAD Computer Aided Design 
CCD Central Composite Design 
CE Cylindricity Error 
CT Chamber Temperature 
D Print Speed 
DA Dimensional Accuracy 
DE Differential Evolution 
DFA Desirability Function Approach 
EC Energy Consumption 
ET Extruder Temperature 
FDM Fused Deposition Modelling 
FP Filling Pattern 
FS Flexural Strength 
FT Floor Thickness 
GA Genetic Algorithm 
HIP High Impact Polystyrene  
IDM Inset Distance Multiplier 
IFD or ID Infill Density 
IP Infill Pattern 
IS Infill Speed 
ISS Inset Speed 
LT Layer Thickness 
NC Number Of Contours 
NS Number Of Shells 
NT Nozzle Temperature 
OS Outline Speed 
OSS Outer Shell Speed 
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PC-ABS Polycarbonate ABS 
PLA Polylactic Acid 
PP Printing Plane 
PS Print Speed 
PT Platform Temperature 
PSO Particle Swarm Optimization 
RA Raster Angle 
RSM Response Surface Methodology 
RW Road Width 
SHD Sparse High Density 
SLD Sparse Low Density 
SOS Symbiotic Organism Search 
SR Surface Roughness 
ST Shell Thickness 
SST Support Style 
TS Tensile Strength 
UTS Ultimate Tensile Strength 
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